NEW THEATRE
ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.2
LESSEES
MANAGING DIRECTOR AND LICENSEE
ASSISTANT MANAGING DIRECTOR
THE WYNDHAM THEATRES LTD.
BRONSON ALBERY
DONALD ALBERY

By arrangement with BRONSON ALBERY
THE JOINT COUNCIL OF THE NATIONAL THEATRE AND THE OLD VIC
in association with the
ARTS COUNCIL OF GREAT BRITAIN
presents

THE OLD VIC THEATRE COMPANY
in

ANTIGONE
by JEAN ANOUILH
(Translated by LEWIS GALANTIERE)

Preceded by
THE PROPOSAL
by ANTON CHEKHOV
(Translated by CONSTANCE GARNETT)

Productions by LAURENCE OLIVIER

Directors of the Old Vic Theatre Company

JOHN BURRELL
LAURENCE OLIVIER RALPH RICHARDSON
ANTIGONE
(Translated by Lewis Galantiere)

Characters in order of their appearance:

Chorus ... ... ... ... LAURENCE OLIVIER
Antigone ... ... ... ... VIVIEN LEIGH
Nurse ... ... ... ... EILEEN BELDON
Ismene ... ... ... ... MEG MAXWELL
Haemon ... ... ... ... DAN CUNNINGHAM
Creon ... ... ... ... GEORGE RELPH
First Guard (Ions) ... ... THOMAS HEATHCOTE
Second Guard (a Corporal) ... HUGH STEWART
Third Guard ... ... GEORGE COOPER
Messenger ... ... TERENCE MORGAN
Page ... ... MICHAEL REDINGTON
Eurydice ... ... HELEN BECK

Scenery by ROGER RAMSDELL
Costumes by SOPHIE HARRIS

Productions by
LAURENCE OLIVIER
THE LONDON MASK THEATRE
IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE ARTS COUNCIL OF GREAT BRITAIN
SYBIL THORNDIKE and LEWIS CASSON
in
THE FOOLISH GENTLEWOMAN
by
MARGERY SHARP
with
ISABEL DEAN - NIGEL GREEN - MONA WASHBOURNE
ENID LINDSEY - ELEANORE BRYAN
and
MARY MERRALL
Directed by MICHAEL MACOWAN
At the DUCHESS THEATRE
FIRST PERFORMANCE WEDNESDAY, 29th FEB.

CRITERION THEATRE
PICCADILLY CIRCUS, W.1
By arrangement with BRONSON ALBERY
H. M. TENNENT LTD.
present
YVONNE
ARNAUD
CHARLES
VICTOR
TRAVELLER'S JOY
A Farce by ARTHUR MACRAE
Every Evening at 8.30 p.m. - Matinees: Tuesday and Saturday at 2.30

BRITISH BISCUITS at their best.

Gilbey's Gin

THE FOLIO SOCIETY
Announce a Souvenir Edition
THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL
With full colour reproductions of the designs for the décor by CECIL BEATON and an Introduction by SIR LAURENCE OLIVIER
This is a hand-produced quarto with the text printed throughout in two colours on high-quality paper. The binding is scarlet cloth with a device in gold.

OBTAINABLE IN THIS THEATRE OR FROM ANY GOOD BOOKSELLER
GALA OF LONDON PRESENTS

LIP LINE
a new lipstick technique with
interchangeable refills

in all the Gala lipstick shades

Just last! The lipstick which lets you have a change of colour—every time you change your colour scheme! Just slip one Lip Line shade out and another in, any time you want. No soiling of your fingers, because each Lip Line colour is encased in its own metal shell. Lip Line is an entirely new technique in lipsticks—not a pencil, not a brush, but a slim, graceful, long lipstick. You draw the lovely Gala colour on your lips, first outlining them, then filling in. And a whole battery of lip colours at your command, with only one case to buy!

GALA OF LONDON

See all the Gala of London Preparations at the Gala Shop, Burlington Arcade, Piccadilly, W.1

PUBLISHED BY THE WYNDHAM THEATRE LTD. PRINTED BY JOHN WADDINGTON LTD.
ADVERTISING CONTRACTORS STILWELL DARBY & CO. LTD., 20, COCKSPUR STREET, S.W.1.
NOTICE

The Management regrets to announce the indisposition of MR. GEORGE RELPH.

At this performance the part of Creon will be played by MR. DERRICK PENLEY.